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Fund information document – Managed Growth Fund 2
Why is it important to read this document?

 ▶ This is a non-advised service which means we’ll provide you with information to 
enable you to make an informed decision. We will not offer any financial advice or 
make recommendations about where you invest your money. Therefore, you should 
ensure that you read this document along with the Our Fund Range and Investments 
document and Key Investor Information Document which contain the information 
you will need to decide which fund is the right choice for you.

What is the purpose of this document?
 ▶ This document aims to provide you with useful information about the fund, the 

assets that it is made up of, risks and potential future performance.

Fund Information
 ▶ The Fund is managed by Scottish Widows Unit Trust Managers Limited and they are 

responsible for making the investment decisions within a fund. This involves which 
companies or assets to invest in and what portion of the fund to allocate into the 
chosen investments.

 ▶ The Fund Facts page provides you with useful information about the fund.

 ▶ The Asset Mix chart shows you the different assets contained in the fund.

 ▶ The Fund Objective tells you the aim of the fund and what it will invest in to 
achieve this.

Performance and Risk Pages
 ▶ The Performance page shows the potential future performance of the fund in 

graphic and tabular formats and includes a comparison against cash savings. It is 
important to remember that the document only shows potential performance and 
performance is not guaranteed.

 ▶ The Potential Risk diagram is designed to give you an indication of the fund’s risk 
and reward profile in comparison with cash savings.

 ▶ Information contained in the Performance and Risk pages is based on economic data 
as at 30th June 2022. This information is updated half yearly.



Managed Growth Fund 2 Objective
The Fund aims to achieve capital growth by investing in a portfolio of collective 
investment schemes to achieve exposure to a wide range of investments, 
consisting of UK and Global fixed interest securities, shares and property assets, 
with some exposure to absolute return strategies (absolute return strategies aim to 
provide positive returns regardless of market conditions).

Fund facts
Investing has the potential to bring greater rewards than a savings account over the 
medium to long term. The value of investments can go down as well as up, and you 
may get back less than you originally invested.

Since any decisions relating to your plan must be made by you, to help you decide if the 
investment is right for you, you should also read:

1. Our Fund Range and Investments document, which compares each of the 
managed growth funds, the types of assets that make up each of the funds, and the 
risks associated with investing in the funds. You will also find information on fees 
and charges in this document.

2. The Key Investor Information Document (KIID) for Managed Growth Fund 2, which 
will help you understand more about the risks associated with this fund.

The fund is made up of a number of asset types. The diagram below outlines the types 
of assets and the proportion of each type within the fund.

Asset mix

Shares  26.7%

Bonds and Gilts 60.8%

Property 5.5%

Other 7.0%

Shares Bonds and Gilts Property Other



Potential risk
The chart shows the level of risk for Managed Growth Fund 2 and cash. Please note that 
whilst taking more risk means the potential for higher returns it also has the potential 
for bigger losses.
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Cash

The chart is for illustrative purposes only.

Holding cash in a company, such as bank or building society, is not completely free 
from risk. One such risk is known as credit default risk. This is where a company 
holding your investments or savings can no longer meet its obligations and will fail. It is 
important to note that the credit default risk of cash is not allowed for in this diagram. 
To find out what financial protection you are entitled to please see details of the FSCS 
and the level of protection in the Additional Information section of this document.

Cash
Money deposited in savings accounts in banks or building societies carries a lower risk 
than investing. Your capital is generally secure and the amount you deposit will not 
decrease, however your deposit may fail to pay a return that beats inflation. Inflation 
is the general increase in prices and includes costs such as your weekly groceries. It is 
expressed as a percentage, just like interest rates. If the level of inflation is greater than 
the level of interest you are earning then, in real terms, your money is shrinking.

Fund
The level of risk within an investment fund depends on what the fund invests in 
e.g. shares have a higher risk than bonds and gilts. The risk affects the range of returns 
you might receive and the number of good and bad years over the time you are 
invested. The higher the risk, the greater the chance of having a good or a bad year, 
which in turn means the higher the amount of gain or loss.

In the long term you would expect to have both bad and good years, and no fund can 
be completely risk free.



The ‘most likely’ range is where 50 out of every 100 potential returns occur within this 
range and the ‘most likely’ figure is shown in the table below.

Cash (£) Investment (£)
Highest return 6,117 8,114 5 out of every 100 potential returns

will be above this amount 

Most likely return 5,481 6,297 50 out of every 100 potential returns 
will be above and 50 out of every 
100 potential returns will be below 
this amount

Lowest return 5,079 4,748 5 out of every 100 potential returns 
will be below this amount

Minimum return 4,807 0 The minimum amount that could 
be received

Potential future fund performance
For an Investment product, there is the risk that you may not see an increase 
in your return and you may get back less than you originally invested.

What does the diagram show?
The graphs present the future potential range of returns of an investment of £5,000 
in the Managed Growth Fund 2 and the same amount deposited in cash based 
savings over a 5 year term. You can find the currently available savings rates at 
bankofscotland.co.uk

The diagram shows a range of possible returns based on established long term 
economic and market factors, such as interest rates and equity performance, which 
are projected into the future. It is only a guide to future potential performance and 
it is important to understand that actual returns may be lower or higher than those 
illustrated and that the returns shown are not guaranteed.

What you will get back depends on how your investment performs and the tax 
treatment of that investment. Tax rules may change. The figures allow for the Ongoing 
Charge of the fund (maximum of 0.45%) but do not allow for any deduction of tax. 
The numbers do not take account of the effect of inflation and they do not include 
the service fee, as outlined in Our Fund Range and Investments document.

How have the projected figures been calculated?
The projections use long term economic data to forecast a potential return (known 
as a pathway) from the assets that make up your investments e.g. cash, UK shares, 
US shares, property and corporate bonds. 1,000 pathways, each one using a different 
combination of economic factors, are used in each analysis to try and replicate the 
full range of potential economic scenarios. Each pathway is equally likely. 
The outcomes of these 1,000 pathways are the basis for the diagrams.

The economic variables used include returns on various asset classes and bond yields. 
Account is also taken of the inter-relationships that different investment types have with 
each other. As the projections use long term general economic data, no allowance is 
made for the extra gains or losses that an individual investment manager might make 
which are specific to a particular fund – projections are based on the underlying asset 
classes as a whole.

Comparing a £5,000 investment to cash over a 5 year term
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Potential future fund performance
What is the cash projection?
The projection of cash represents potential future interest rate returns. Interest rates are 
one factor that can drive savings rates available to customers. The projections show a 
broad range of returns which could cover the different types of savings accounts that may 
be available at any time. Actual current savings rates could be higher or lower than those 
shown. For our current savings rates please see bankofscotland.co.uk/savings

Money deposited in savings accounts in banks or building societies carries a lower  
risk than investing. Your capital is generally secure however interest rates remain at  
very low levels and it is possible that future market conditions may result in negative 
interest rates. The cash rates shown portray the view of the market and potential 
interest rates that may develop in the future and do not necessarily represent the 
expectations of Lloyds Banking Group. Furthermore your deposit may fail to pay a 
return that beats inflation.

https://www.bankofscotland.co.uk/savings/


Additional information
FSCS Protection

What is the FSCS?
The Financial Services Compensation Scheme (the FSCS) provides customers with 
extra peace of mind that their money is safe. It can pay compensation to consumers 
in the event that an authorised financial services firm is unable to pay back customers’ 
money and generally cannot meet claims made by customers against it. The FSCS 
is an independent body set up under the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000. 
The scheme applies to different products in different ways.

How much of my money invested in Managed Growth Fund 2 could be protected 
by the FSCS?
You can currently claim up to £85,000 in compensation for your money held in Online 
Investments. If your money is in a joint account, each of you can claim up to £85,000. 
That means that if there are two of you on the account you are jointly protected for 
up to £170,000 compensation. The FSCS assumes that the money is owned equally 
between the account holders (unless evidence shows otherwise).

As Halifax Share Dealing Ltd (the provider of the online service and ISA manager) 
is a participant in the FSCS you may be able to make a claim on this scheme if we 
default on our obligations to you. 

More information about compensation arrangements is available from the FSCS, 
who can be contacted on 0800 678 1100 or 0207 741 4100 or via their website at 
www.fscs.org.uk/contact-us/

For full information about how the FSCS applies to Managed Growth Fund 2 please 
refer to the Terms and Conditions at bankofscotland.co.uk/investments/pdfs/ 
online-investments-terms-and-conditions.pdf

http://www.fscs.org.uk/contact-us/
http://bankofscotland.co.uk/investments/pdfs/online-investments-terms-and-conditions.pdf
http://bankofscotland.co.uk/investments/pdfs/online-investments-terms-and-conditions.pdf


Get in touch
 ì Bankofscotland.co.uk/

investments/our-
investment-products 

 Ā 0345 835 5727
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